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QUESTION: 219
Even though F5 is an application delivery controller, it can also effectively mitigate
attacks directed at the network layer.

A. True
B. False

Answer: A

QUESTION: 220
Select the best word or phrase to complete the following sentence. Using thefeature in
GTM, F5's Application Delivery Firewall solution can handle a significantly higher
number of queries than traditional DNS servers.

A. DNS Express
B. BIND
C. Site availability request
D. Location-based routing

Answer: A

QUESTION: 221
If your customer has a policy requirement that cannot be handled in the Visual Policy
Editor, what would you use to supplement the Visual Policy Editor?

A. iApps
B. TMOS
C. iControl
D. iRules

Answer: D

QUESTION: 222
Which aspect of F5's Intelligent Services Platform helps you extend your security
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conversation to include F5professionals and customers?

A. Modular Functionality
B. iApps
C. TMOS
D. DevCentral

Answer: D

QUESTION: 223
Why is BIG-IP ASM ideally suited to protect against layer 7 attacks, including HTTP and
HTTPS/SSL traffic, when compared to an intrusion prevention system (IPS)?

A. An intrusion prevention system (IPS) is base on Packet Filtering
B. An IPS doesn't have the visibility into HTTPS traffic. it doesn't understand what
applications are in the network.
C. An IPS only focus op operating system attacks; it doesn't understand what application
are in the network
D. An IPS can only look at overall traffic patterns; it doesn't understand what applications
are in the network

Answer: D

QUESTION: 224
The F5 Visual Policy Editor (VPE) is unique to the F5 BIG-IP APM module; no other
access management tool has this capability. Select the features that the VPE provides.
Select two

A. Develop customized reports on user access
B. Customize landing or login pages
C. Establish highly detailed policies based on customer business requirements
D. Configure authentication server objects
E. Perform multiple factors of authentication

Answer: C, E
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QUESTION: 225
The F5 Visual Policy Editor (VPE) is unique to the F5 BIG-IP APM module; no other
access management tool has this capability. Select the features that the VPE provides.
Select two.

A. Determines antivirus patch levels
B. Customizes landing or login page
C. Provides vulnerability scanning
D. Checks operating system patch levels
E. Assigns a lease pool address

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 226
Select the two best questions you would use to ask your customer about their current web
access management solution. Select two.

A. What impact are slow remote access connections having on productivity?
B. Are you using Google multi-factor authentication?
C. Is user authentication data sitting on partner systems outside your control?
D. Have you standardized on Androids or iPhones?
E. How are you planning to extend Exchange to your mobile users?
F. How do you think a blobal remote access deployment with integrated acceleration and
avaibility services might benefit your business?

Answer: A, F

QUESTION: 227
Data centers often rely on either traditional firewalls or next generation firewalls. Select
the core weakness of the traditional or next generation firewalls when it comes to DDoS
attacks.

A. They are limited in amount of connections per second and the amount of sustained
connections they can handle
B. The cost performance ratio of next generation firewalls is too high.
C. The agility of traditional firewalls is too limited when it comes to DDoS attacks.
D. Data center traffic is primarily outbound.
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Answer: A

QUESTION: 228
Select the question you would ask your customer related to DNS attacks. Based on the
material, choose the most appropriate question.

A. How do you secure you DNS infrastructure against attacks?
B. Do you rely on your network firewall to protect you DNS server?
C. Do you over-provision your DNS infrastructure?
D. Do you regularly update BIND or some other DNS application to the latest release?

Answer: A

QUESTION: 229
Why does the F5 Application Delivery Firewall solution mitigate SSL attacks more
effectively than any other firewalls?

A. Because F5 has unlimited capacity to handle SSL traffic.
B. Because F5 has full visibility and control of SSL traffic.
C. Because F5 has a separate iApp to handle SSL traffic.
D. Because F5 supports large SSL key sizes.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 230
The BIG-IP full proxy architecture has full visibility from the client to the server and
from the server to the client. What security benefit does this provide to customers?

A. Offloads security functionality from other devices such as network firewalls and
Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS), which may experience performance degradation
when inspecting DNS queries and responses.
B. provides....... DNS servers.
C. Establishes highly detailed policies based on your customer's business in requirements,
performs multiple factors of authentication, detects corporate versus non-corporate
devices, checks OS patch levels, and determines antivirus patch levels.
D. Provides industry-leading knowledge of application behaviour as it travels through a
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*3, network, and it applies that knowledge to security because it knows how an
application behaves at any point in the reply request process

Answer: D

QUESTION: 231
Select the key reasons F5 is able to handle DNS DDoS attacks so effectively? Select two.

A. F5 can ensure a DNS DDoS attack is not successful.
B. F5 has high performance DNS services.
C. F5 can answer the DNS queries directly.
D. With Global Traffic Manager (GTM), F5 completely stops all DNS DDoS attacks.
E. F5 can ensure a customer never faces a DNS DDoS attack.

Answer: E
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